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SUMMARY 
Objectives 
In accordance with the agreeITlent between the Utah State Divis ion 
of Health and Utah State University, the objectives of this study were 
to: 
"1. Provide inforITlation to support and ver ify clear ing index 
{ventilation index} forecasts from Salt Lake City. 
!12. Provide inforITlation on: 
!l a . The degree to which clearing (ventilation) indexes COITl-
puted froITl Salt Lake City rawinsonde data represent the clearing {ven-
tilation} indexes for the Cache Valley. 
"b. The usefulness and values of correction factors which 
will iITlprove the degree to which the clearing (ventilation) indexes 
based on Salt Lake City rawinsonde data represent conditions over the 
Cache Valley. The objective is to develop correction factors which 
are aITlenable to becoITling a part of standard operating procedures. 
"c. How well clearing (ventilation) indexes based upon early 
morning Cache Valley rawinsonde data and the ITlaxiITluITl teITlperatures 
of the day estiITlate the actual contaITlination dispersion potential of the 
atITlosphere throughout the day. 
"d. The diurnal variation of clearing (ventilation) indexes 
within the Cache Valley. 
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"e. The capability of trans ient weather systems for 
chang ing the clear ing (ventilation) indexes for the Cache Valley. 
"f. The r eq uir ements for local meas ur ement s ys terns for 
determining clearing (ventilation) index values in the mountain West." 
Procedures 
Regular rawinsonde flights were scheduled to be taken twice 
daily, six days per week, every third week from July, 1969, through 
June, 1970, from a location in the Cache Valley. * These flights were 
scheduled to be released at 4:15 a.m. and 4:15 p. m. (M.S. T.), respec-
tively, which are the scheduled release tim.es for the official flights 
from. Salt Lake City. Two hundred and four such flights were attem.pted, 
192 of which were com.pleted and provided usable inform.ation. The data 
from. the regular m.orning flights were provided at about 7 a. m.. 
(M. S. T.), on the m.orning of the flight to the Salt Lake City Weather 
Bureau A irport Station. 
In order to provide an objective bas is for estim.ating the air 
pollution level of the Cache Valley, pictures were scheduled to be taken 
at about 9 a. m.. and 3 p. Ill. (local tim.e) daily from. the top of II Old Main" 
on the Utah State University cam.pus. Beginning in Decem.ber, 384 such 
pictures were taken. 
The Clearing Index (CI) is the product of the calculated mixing 
depth (MD) in feet and the mean wind speed (WS) in m. p. h. 
*On one occasion there were three weeks and on three occasions 
only one week between operational weeks. 
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within the mixed layer, divided by 100: 
CI = MD X WS 
100 
Clear ing Indexes from l4 differ ent combinations of Cache Va lley 
and Salt Lake Valley rawinsonde maximum temperature data were 
computed in accordance with the rules specified by the Salt Lake City 
Weather Bureau Airport Station. From these l4 different estimates of 
Clearing Index values, 18 sets of paired values were submitted to com-
parison analysis, using contingency tables, scattergrams, and correla-
tion and regression techniques. Visibilities estimated from daily 
photographs were also related to Clearing Index values. 
Vertical temperature profiles and winds aloft used were all ob-
served data. In most cases, evening and morning rawinsonde flights 
were separated. Maximum temperature values were either forecast 
or observed. Thus, the use of the observed maximum temperature 
sometimes implied a perfect maximum temperature forecast. 
The implication of the Clearing Index procedure is that there will 
be a time each day when the capability of the atmosphere for dispers ing 
the contaminants dumped into it is at a maximum. In genera l, the mos t 
favorab le per lod and the maximum temperature wi II occ ur in the after-
noon. Consequently, the so-called Actual Clearing Index was estimated 
from the ev,ening rawinsonde data and the observed maximum temperature 
of the same calendar day. This value is used as the basis for assessing 
the merit of the various Clearing Index calculations. 
From the practical aspect, 500 is the critical Clearing Index value 
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from. the viewpoint of burning decisions. Less than 500 is considered 
unfavorable for burning. Therefore, two operational classes have been 
defined: Clearing Indexes <500; Clearing Indexes > 500. For the m.ost 
part, the data have been sum.m.arized from. the operational viewpoint. 
Results 
Following are significant results from. this study. It should be 
kept in m.ind that these are the results from. a single year's data. 
This was a som.ewhat unusual year, weatherwise, but m.ost years are 
in one way or another. The results and conclusions are certainly 
indicative, but m.ore years of study would be required if one were to 
draw refined cone lus ions. 
1. About 80% of the Salt Lake Valley forecasts were in the same 
operational category as the Salt Lake Valley Actual Clear ing Indexes. 
However, observed 5 p. m.. (M. S. T. ) rather than forecast winds were 
em.p1oyed. Further, m.odification in the m.ethod of forecasting m.ixing 
depths added by the Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport Station in 
February, 1970, were not incorporated into this investigation. Conse-
quently, it seem.s likely that their forecast record m.ay be som.ewhat 
better than the 80% herein indicated. The SLCWBAPS does not is s ue 
an evening forecast. However, an estim.ate of the accuracy of such a 
forecast through simulation was cons idered des irable. With the pro-
cedures used in this study, evening and m.orning forecasts appeared 
to be about equally accurate. 
2. About 70% of the Actual Clear ing Indexes for the Salt Lake 
Valley were in the sam.e operational class as their com.panion Cache 
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Valley Actual Clearing Indexes. Twenty-two percent of the Salt Lake 
Valley Clear ing Indexes were higher and 8% were lower than the ir 
respective Cache Valley Clear ing Indexes. There was no obvious 
functional relationship between the two values. 
3. Dur ing late fall and winter, there were extended per iods, 
when a for ecas t of Clear ing Index < S 00 ever y day wo uld ver ify as 
true on 80% or more of the days. This applied to both Cache Valley 
and the Salt Lake Va lley. 
4. Definite seasonal trends were indicated for Cache Valley 
Clearing Indexes, mixing depths, and mean wind speeds. The Salt 
Lake Valley Clearing Index also showed a seasonal trend. 
S. About 60% of the forecasts based on Cache Valley rawinsonde 
data and forecast maximUITl temperatures were in the same operation-
al classes as their companion Cache Valley Actual Clearing Indexes. 
There was little difference in the accuracies of the evening and morn-
ing forecasts. Sixty percent of the Actual Clearing Indexes were in 
the < SOO class so a forecast of < SOO every day would be about as 
accurate as the use of any of these procedures. However, the present 
maximum ternperature forecasts in the Cache Valley are semi-quali-
tative, using "low," "mid," and "upper" terms. A more precise fore-
cast might give better results. 
6. Forecasting the rnaximum temperature ZOF too high shifted 
more than one-fourth of the Cache Valley Actual Cleating Indexes from 
the lower to the higher operational class. An error of SOF too high 
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shifted almost one-half of the lower operational class Cl~aring Indexes 
to the higher category. 
7. Us i ng observed maximum temperatures made little change 
in the accuracy of the evening forecasts of Cache Valley Clearing 
Indexes (63% vs. 75%). For the morning forecasts it changed the accu-
racy from 59% to 63%. 
8. Seventy- one percent of the Cache Valley and 78% of the Salt 
Lake Valley evening forecasts were in the same operational categor ies 
as their respective next morning forecasts. 
9. Fifty-six percent of the evening and 62% of the morning Salt 
Lake Valley forecasts were in the same operational categor ies as the 
Actual Cache Valley Clear ing Indexes. The respective figures for Cache 
Valley were 63% and 59%. 
10. With perfect Salt Lake Valley maximum temperature predictions, 
56% of the even ing and 68% of the morning for ecas ts wer e in the same 
operational class as their companion Cache Valley Actual Clearing In-
dexes. Using the Salt Lake Valley rawinsonde data with Cache Valley's 
perfect maximum temperature forecasts improved these accuracies to 
63% and 70% respectively. Using solely Cache Valley data with perfect 
m.aximum temperature forecasts the respective figures were 75% and 
63 %. 
11. Visibilities were grouped into three classes: <3 miles; 3-7 
miles; >7 miles. Restricted was defined as being <7 miles. 
a. In Cache Valley morning forecasts, using the perfect 
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m.axim.um temperature forecast. 
(1) The Clearing Index was <500 for 90% of the lowest, 
500/0 of the m.edium, and 28% of the unrestricted visibilities. 
(2) For those cases with Clearing Indexes <500, 43% 
had the lowest, 33% had m.edium, and 24% had unrestr icted visibilities. 
b. For Salt Lake Valley morning forecast, using the Salt 
Lake Valley perfect maxim.um temperature forecast: 
(1) The Clearing Index was <500 for 82% of the lowest, 
46% of the medium, and 28% of the unrestricted visibilities. 
(2) For those cases with Clearing Indexes <500, 45% 
had lowest, 30% had medium and 25% had unrestricted visibilities. 
c. For Cache Valley Actual Clearing Indexes: 
(1) The Clearing Index was <500 for 91% of the lowest, 
33% of the medium and 21% of the unrestricted visibilities. 
(2) For those cases with Clearing Indexes <500, 44% 
had lowest, 22% had medium, and 35% had unrestricted visibilities. 
12. For 10 cases under study for diurnal effects, the 5 a. m. 
and 9 a. m. (M. S. T.) forecasts were in the wrong operational category 
4 and 3 tim.es, respectively. 
13. The Cache Valley Actual Clearing Index before the passage 
of the front increased for five and decreased for five of the 10 cases 
involving cold fronts. The operational class was increased three 
tim.es, decreased two times, and remained the same five times. 
Several tentative conclus ions have developed from the results of 
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this study. These conc lusions are termed tentative, since conditions 
dur ing only one year were investigated. 
Conclus ions 
Act ual Clear ing Indexes for the Cache Valley often differed sig-
nificantly from Actual Salt Lake Valley Clearing Indexes. Cache Valley 
Clearing Indexes are in a lower operational class than Salt Lake Valley 
Clear ing Indexe s more often than the rever s e is tr ue. Ther e is no ob-
vious functional relationship between the two that would provide a cor-
rection factor that would cons istently make the two more compatible. 
There were periods when the use of a linear regression might have in-
creased the similarity. However, there is no reason for believing that 
the same coeffic ient wo uld apply to the same weeks each year. 
There apparently are long periods during late fall and winter when 
one should forecast that the Clearing Index will be less than 500 every 
day, unless he has a special reason for doing otherwise. This applies 
to both Valleys. 
Fluctuations in Clearing Indexes are related to changes in both 
the mixing depth and m.ean wind speed, with neither influence being ob-
viously dominant. Further study could reveal that one is indeed m.ore 
influential than the other, since this point was not pursued in this in-
vestigation. 
An error of even ZOF in the maximum. temperature prediction can 
often change the operational category of the Clearing Index forecast. 
Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley Clearing Index forecasts for 
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the same day are often not in the same operational class. Various 
modifications did not res ult in remarkable improvement in the 
compatibUity of the two forecasts. However, only about 60% of the 
Cache Valley forecasts, based solely upon Cache Valley data, were 
in the correct operational category. The Cache Valley Actual Clearing 
Indexes appeared to be less than adequat~ for representing the con-
tamination dispersal capability. Rawinsonde measurements are 
neither absolutely accurate nor completely representative. Conse-
quently, Cache Valley Clearing Index forecasts based on Cache Valley 
rawinsonde and temperature data, do not appear to offer sufficient 
improvement to justify the additional effort and expense. Coupling 
Salt Lake Valley rawinsonde data with more precise forecasts of Cache 
Valley maximum temperatures may well be worthwhile. 
Us ing vis ibility estimations from photographs to estimate the 
actual contamination containment capability of the air, the present 
Clear ing Index system is inadequate for the Cache Valley. 
If there is a diurnal dependence in the Clearing Index forecast, 
it is not sufficiently consistent so that it became obvious in the small 
sample examined. 
There als 0 were ins uffic ient samples to allow definitive conclu-
s ions as to the effects of trans ient weather systems on Clear ing Index 
values. It can be said that the pas sage of a cold fr ont will not always 
result in a more favorable Clearing Index for the Cache Valley. 
xxi 
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condensation below the level of the mixing depth; and the mean wind 
speed represents the wind conditions within the layer. 
This method uses fewer parameters and forecasts for shorter 
periods than the Niemeyer "macroscale meteorological phenomena" 
approach (1960). In the latter procedure, the recognition of subsidence 
below the 600 mb level probably involves some subjectivity. Further, 
it is suspected that the air pollution potential of the Salt Lake Valley 
and environs is less bound to quasi-stationary anticyclones than the 
area of Niemeyer's investigation. 
The Salt Lake VaUey official Clearing Index is somewhat less 
sophisticated than "relative concentration" as computed by Miller and 
Holzworth (1967) and Holzworth (l967). However, mixing depth and wind 
speeds are basic to both procedures. In the Miller-Holzworth method, 
the mixing depth--wind speed--relative pollution concentration rela-
tionship is more complicated and requires the selection of a stability 
class and city size. It was intended for application to "metropolitan 
areas" whereas the Salt Lake Valley official Clearing Index is for rural 
as well as urban application. However, since the average Relative Con-
centration is inversely proportional to city size, it could be quite effec-
tive as an indicator of the air contamination containment potential for 
rural areas. It probably would be necessary to first establish some 
relationship between air pollution conditions and computed Relative 
Concentrations before these values could be used as a basis for deci-
s ions. 
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Intermountain geography 
As indicated in Figure 1, the Salt Lake City Airport is near the 
eastern edge of a great valley which includes the Great Salt Lake. This 
valley is occasionally interrupted by somewhat scattered mountains. 
The eastern border of the Salt Lake Valley is the north-northwest--
south-southeast-oriented Wasatch Front which rises abruptly to 
3, 000 to 5, 000 feet above the Valley floor. 
The concentration of human population and other air pollution 
sources lies in a narrow strip just to the west of the Wasatch Front, 
beginning to the south of Provo and extending northward to a little 
north of Brigham City. Salt Lake City and environs, and Ogden and en-
virons all have enough industries, people, and traffic to justify con-
cern over the possibility of local modifications of the vertical 
temperature profiles (Duckworth and Sandburg, 1954; DeMarrais, 
1961). However, any such effect has not been quantified, or even iden-
tified for this region. It seems possible that the selective screening 
of the air pollution alone might caus e dynamically significant changes 
in lapse rates dur ing marginal conditions. 
The Salt Lake City A irport is on the wester n edge of Salt Lake 
City. It seems possible that the rawinsonde sensor unit may pass 
through mildly thermally polluted air dur ing its fir st few thousand 
feet of rise. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of air pollution 
dispersal, the Cache Valley, which is about 70 miles long and 10 
miles wide is probably more representative of the many valleys within 

THE APPROACH 
General 
Rawinsonde flights were taken at 4:15 a. m. and 4:15 p. m. 
(M. S. T. ) daily, six days per week, every third week, in the Cache 
Valley. (Note: As indicated in the" Record of Regular Rawins onde 
Flights" (Appendix A) there were a few deviations from "every third 
week, " but the planned total of 17 weeks of observation was accom-
plished.) The official times at which flights are made daily by the 
Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport Station are 4:15 a. m. and 4:15 
p. m. (M. S. T.). A few additional flights were taken in the Cache 
Valley to provide information concer ning the effects of the time of 
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day and changing meteorological conditions on Clear ing Index values 
(Appendix A). Beginning w.ith December, 1969, three pictures were 
taken twice daily on most flight days in an effort to document vis ibility 
conditions. As indicated in Appendix A, "Record of Scheduled Pictures 
Taken," these overlapping pictures cover all directions from south 
through west to north. 
Clear ing Index values were then computed from var ious combina-
tions of Salt Lake City Airport and Cache Valley rawinsonde flight 
data, with Salt Lake City Airport and Cache Valley forecast and ob-
served maximum temperatures. Clearing Index values were compared, 
as appropriate, using contingency tables, scattergrams, correlations, 
14 
Table 1. Continued 
A bbr ev iat ion 
SLV 
CV 
e 
f 
m 
n 
sd 
t 
Meaning 
Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport 
Station data 
Cache Valley data 
Rawinsonde values were obtained by 
u. S. U., and maximum temperatures 
were obtained from the Logan U. S. U. 
station. 
Evening rawinsonde flights 
Forecast maximum temperatures 
In all cases, the forecast maximum 
temperatures were is sued at about 
5 a.m. (M.S.T.) on the morning 
of the ca lendar day for which the 
forecast was valid. Evening 
flights were combined with the 
temperatur e forecasts is sued the 
next mor nings; morning flights 
were combined with the tempera-
ture forecasts issued the same 
mor nings. 
Morning rawinsonde flights 
Morning or evening, as appropriate, 
immediate l y following the mor ning or 
evening of the first member of the pair 
Same day 
This will only be applied to temper-
ature values and only in combina-
tion with evening rawinsonde values. 
Observed maximum temperature 
For evening flights the observed 
maximum temperature will be for 
the next calendar day; for morning 
flights it will be for the same calen-
dar day. 
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diagram. The appropr iate for ecast maximum temperatur e is plotted 
on the same diagram, using the sam.e surface pressure. The point 
at which the dry adiabat through the forecast m.aximum. tem.perature 
intersects the sounding temperature profile defines the mixing depth. 
The product of the forecast ar ithm.etic mean of the wind speed, within 
the mixed layer, and the mixing depth is divided by 100 to obtain the 
Clear ing Index. ~:~ 
The Clearing Index calculation 
Since Clear ing Indexes were to be com.puted for a var iety of 
rawinsonde data- -maximum temperat ure combinations, computer izing 
the calculations was especially des irable. From the practical view-
point, this must be accornplished in a way which will give approximate-
ly the sam.e res ults as the manual procedure. A computer program 
was written (App~ndix B) and applied by which Clearing Index values 
(CI) were cornputed in the following manner. The input to this prograrn 
was observed rawinsonde data with forecast or observed maximum 
tem.peratures. (Note: observed winds were applied directly; whereas, 
in practice, the SLCWBAPS uses forecast winds. ) 
1. The maximum ternperature was assurned to occur at the 
surface pressure of its cornpanion radiosonde data. 
2. The maximum temperature was converted from Fahrenheit 
(TMF) to Centigrade (TM ), using the relationship, T M= ~ (TMF - 32). 
3. The pressure at the top of the mixed layer was estirnated 
as follows: 
~:CSee page 5 for changes in SLCWBAPS procedures dur ing the ex-
per imenta 1 year. 
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a. Beginning with the maximum temperature and its ac-
companying surface pressure, the air was assumed to cool dry adia-
batically. 
(I) According to the Poisson equation for dry air, 
_ (Pl)·286 
T l - TO p-O 
(a) TO and Po are the initial temperature and pres-
sure. 
(b) T 1 and PI are the temperature and press ure after 
lifting. 
(c) Temperatures are in degrees Kelvin. 
b. The cooling was accomplished in 10 mb increments until 
the calculated temperature (T ) was equal to or less than the profile 
a 
temperature (T ) at the same pressure level. (That is, until 
r 
T -T =~T<O.) 
a r -
(l) If~T=O, that pressure level was considered to be at 
the top of the mixed layer. 
(2) If ~T< 0, the air was rewarmed dry adiabatically by 
increasing the pressure by five mb. 
(a) If the new ~T > 0, the previously calculated level, 
(before the five mb warming) was used as the top of the mixed layer. 
(b) If the new .6.T~O, then this new level was consi-
der ed to be the top of the mixed layer. 
4. The mixing depth (MD) was computed as follows: 
a. Assuming that the hydrostatic relationship for completely 
dry air, dP = -pgdZ, and the equation of state, p = :T were valid for 
this estimation, the height (M. S. L.) of the top of the mixed layer 
(ZML) was computed to be 
layer. 
_RT fu 
ZML- g logp +ZO 
1 
(1) ZML is the he ight (M. S. L. ) of the top of the mixed 
(2) dP is the change in air pressure. 
(3) prefer s to dens ity. 
(4) g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
(5) dZ is the change in he ight. 
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(6) Po is the pressure at ZO' and PI is the pressure at 
the top of the mixed layer. 
(7) R is the appropr iate gas constant. 
(8) T is the mean temperature of the layer (0 Kelvin). 
(9) Zo is the height of the mandatory pressure level 
immediately below the top of the mixed layer. 
b. The mixing depth (MD) was equal to the height of the top 
of the mixed layer minus the respective M. S. L. station height (4, 226 
feet for Salt Lake City A irport flights and 4,447 feet for Cache Valley 
flights ). 
5. Increments of 1, 000 feet were used for computing the mean 
wind speeds in the mixed layer. Linear interpolation was used for 
those values which were not reported. Mean wind speed values 
(WS) were in miles per hour. 
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6. The computed Clearing Indexes were then 1/100 of the prod-
uct of the mixing depth (in feet) times the mean wind speed (m. p. h. ) 
in the mixed layer, times a unit factor. 
CI = MD X WS 
100 
To verify the validity of this procedure, Clearing Indexes were 
computed by both the standard manual method and by the outlined com-
puter method. The res ults are plotted in Figure 2. (The letter sym-
bols in all of the figures and tables indicate the respective weeks dur ing 
which the relevant observations were made (Table 2». Using 500 as 
the critical level, there were no cases in which the results from the 
two methods changed the Clear ing Index c las s ification. 
Table 2. Letter Des ignations for the Weeks of Operation (M. S. T. ) 
July 21 to July 26 A 
Aug. 18 to Aug. 23 B 
Sept. 8 to Sept 3 C 
Sept. 29 to Oct. 4 D 
Oct. 20 to Oct. 25 E 
Nov. 10 to Nov. 15 H 
Dec. 1 to Dec. 6 J 
Dec. 15 to Dec. 20 K 
Jan. 5 to Jan. 10 M 
Jan. 26 to Jan. 31 P 
Feb. 16 to Feb. 21 Q 
Mar. 9 to Mar. 14 R 
Mar. 23 to Mar. 28 S 
Apr. 6 to Apr. 11 T 
Apr. 27 to May 2 V 
May 18 to May 23 W 
June 8 to June 13 X 
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RESULTS 
Paragraph one of the contract requires the provision of "informa-
tion to support and ver ify clear ing index (ventilation index) forecasts 
from Salt Lake City." The information in support of the Clear ing 
Index forecasts, Cache Valley rawinsonde data, was furnished on a 
rea 1 time ba.s is, by 7 a. m. (M. S. T. ), imme diatel y after mor ning 
flights. 
Salt Lake Valley verification 
In order to meet the ver ification commitment, compar isons were 
made between forecast and "Actual tl Clearing Indexes for the Salt Lake 
Valley. Hypothetical evening forecasts were included even though 
such are not issued by the Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport 
Station. This was an effort to estimate the accuracy potential 'of such 
forecasts if they were to be issued. The verifications of evening fore-
casts, reported in the following tables and figures, are based upon 
evening rawinsonde data and the morning forecast of the following 
day's maximum surface temperature. 
"Actual" Clearing Indexes were estimated from the evening rawin-
sonde data, us ing the observed maximum temperatures of the same 
calendar days. Effectively, this assumes that the maximum tempera-
ture occurred in the afternoon,and that there were no advective or dy-
namic changes in the air column near the ground between the times of 
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the temperature maxima and the times of the next rawinsonde flights. 
The results of these comparisons are presented in Tables 3 and 4. 
The format of these contingency tables is employed throughout 
this report. In each block, the number on the left indicates how many 
observations fell into that particular category combination. It is sim-
ply the total number of letters in that block. The number on the right 
is the equivalent percent of all of the observations. Seventy-nine per-
cent of the evening forecasts and 78% of the morning forecasts~r: were 
in the same operational class as the corresponding Actual Clearing 
Indexes. 
It seems probable that us ing forecast winds and the modifica-
tion in the procedures for computing the mixing depth would result in 
somewhat"greater agreement between forecast and Actual Clearing 
Indexes. 
Salt Lake Valley- - Cache Valley Clear ing Index relationships 
A pr imary intention of the study was to obtain quantitative in-
formation on "The degree to which clearing (ventilation) indexes com-
puted from Salt Lake City rawinsonde data represent the clear ing 
(ventilation) indexes for the Cache Valley. II A further objective was 
to provide information on "The usefulness and values of correction 
factors ... "which would make the official Salt Lake Valley values more 
*1£ a forecast were issued in the even"ing, it would predict the 
Clearing Index for the next day. A morning forecast, issued in the 
morning, predicted the Clearing Index for the day of issue. This pro-
cedure implies that the Clearing Index is for mid-afternoon. Through-
out this report the terms "morning" and "evening" in conjl~nction with 
forecasts will apply to the Actual or simulated time of issue. 
Table 3. Salt Lake Valley Evening Clearing Index Forecasts Vs. Table 4. Salt Lake Valley Morning Clearing Index Forecasts 
the Salt Lake Valley Actual Clearing Indexes of the Next Calendar Day Vs. Salt Lake Valley Actual Clearing Indexes of th" Same Calpnnar Day 
SLVe SLVf Vs. SLV ne SLVsd 
34- 54% 29-46% 
CDDJPSSW ABBBCCCDDJ QQQRRSSTTT 
VWWX 
~ 500 
8-13% 24- 38% 
SLV ne SLV sd AEEEHHHJJK HMSVX 
KKKMMMMPPP 
QRRRVX 
4! 500 
26-410/0 5-8% 
L 500 ~sOO 
790/0 (SO) of these forecasts were in tl1<' right 
Clearing Index cIa 55. 
63- 100% 
32- 51 % 
31-49% 
SLVmSLVf Vs. SLVneSLVad 
33-39% 52-61 % R <;-1 00,\\, 
DJPOST AABBBBCCCC 
DDDEJOOORR 
SSSSTTTTTV 
VWWWWWXXX 
~sOO 45- S3"1n 
6-7% 39-46% 
EEEEHHHJJJ AHPPPQRRRS 
VVW 
<:: 500 40- 470/0 
27- 32 % 13-15% 
<500 ~sOO 
78% (66) of these forecasts were in the right 
Clearing Index cIass. 
li1hll'l:, .:\ (n!: n:lr!!--/'Il )\\ l"',i't n S;)jt Lak(, \'i111('~ <ll"Iri CrH-Lp \"('lllf'~r 
(\,.( \ 
/\( illdl ( 1~'<1rIn(! Inrlt"('~ 
PRRRRXX ABBBCCDADD 
EJJPQQQSSS 
TTTTVWWWXX 
, .\. 
AEEEEHHHHJAABCCCDDHQ 
JJJKKKKKKMRRSSTTVWWX 
MMMMMPPPQQ 
SVVVW 
-\ 101 11 I ');1\ r:-. hrt\'(' bill I, 1)1' r:-. In 
I ('ll'arlnl..! J'1df'x (1<1-s. 
02_ I on" 
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representative of Cache Valley conditions. 
The so-called Actual Clearing Indexes were cOInputed froIn 
approxiInately s iInultaneous Salt Lake Val1ey and Cache Valley evening 
flights (92 pairs, 184 flights in all). The results are sUInInarized in 
Table 5. For 71% of these pairs the Clearing Index classes were the 
saIne. For 8% of these cOInparisons Cache Valley Clearing Indexes 
were in a higher class than cOInpanion Salt Lake Valley Clearing 
Indexes. Salt Lake Valley had the higher Clear ing Index class ification 
for 22% of the cOInparisons. Thus, if the Salt Lake Valley Clearing 
Index were perfectly forecast, it would be representative for Cache 
Va lley le s s than thr e e - fourths of the time, with a definite tendency for 
over-estiInation. Further, restricting atInospheres in the Cache Val-
ley seeIn Inore likely to occur outside of the late fall to early spring 
season. 
A scattergraIn of the saIne data (Figure 3) does not indicate a 
close functional relationship between the two Actual Clearing Indexes. 
However, as indicated in Table 6, a correlation coefficient of O. 90 
was obtained for the six observational weeks dur ing the 14 weeks be-
tween September 29 and January 10. A correlation coefficient of .80 
was calculated for the 26 weeks (10 weeks of observation) between 
Septem.ber 29 and March 28. By extending this per iod to May 23, the 
coefficient was reduced to .73. Thus, it appears that dur ing the July 
1969-June 1970 experimental year, for selected periods, using a 
linear relationship between Actual Clearing Indexes would have 
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provided better estimates of Cache Valley Actual Clearing Indexes 
than the use of Salt Lake Valley Actual Clearing Indexes without 
adj ustment. 
A further examination of Table 5 reveals some interesting 
statistics. For Cache Valley the following percentages of Actual 
Clearing Indexes were less than the critical 500 for the indicated 
per iods: the whole exper imenta 1 year - - 6 0%; fr om October 2 o. thr 0 ugh 
February 22--79%; from October 20 through February 1--85%. Thus, 
for the late fall-winter per iod, it is likely that the most reliable 
Clearing Index category forecast would be one which called for less 
than 500 every day. This procedure probably can be impr'oved some-
what by also cons ider ing the effects of st rong trans ient storm systems. 
For the Salt Lake Valley, cr itical values were less dominant, for 
the year as a whole, but they were nearly the same for the late fall-
winter per iod. Comparable percentages of Salt Lake Valley s ub- 500 
Clearing Indexes were as follows: the whole experimental year--46%; 
October 20 through February 22--77%; October 20 through February 1 
--85%. Thus, based upon this record, for selected periods for the 
Salt Lake Valley, climatology is an especially effective forecast tool. 
One should be hesitant about assuming that the results of this 
year's experiment will hold precisely for all years. Without resorting 
to a specific climatological study, there was an impression that there 
were considerably fewer than normal transient storm systems during 
the 1969-70 cold season. Such storm systems may have an air cleans-
ing effect, at least for the Salt Lake Valley, and with strong storITl 
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systeITls probably for the Cache Val1ey as wel1. Thus, the data for 
this year ITlay over-estiITlate the frequency and duration of sub-critical 
Indexes. There is always the possibility that the statistics ITlay be 
s oITlewhat affected by accidents of saITlpling. However, the saITlpling 
procedure used would not introduce any statistical bias into the results. 
The differences between Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley ITlix-
ing depths and ITlean wind speeds were each plotted against the appro-
priate differences in Clearing Indexes (Figures 4 and 5). These graphs 
provide no clearcut evidence that either of these factors is substan-
tially ITlore influential than the other, insofar as differences between 
concurrent Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley Clear ing Indexes are 
concerned. 
Envelope curves of Actual Clearing Indexes (Figure 6), ITlixing 
depths (Figure 7), and ITlean wind speeds (Figure 8), all for the Cache 
Valley, against tiITle (weeks) clearly indicate strong seasonal trends for 
each. These trends are only roughly cOITlpatible,eITlphasizing the de-
pendency of Clear ing Indexes on both ITlixing depths and ITlean wind 
speeds. 
A s iITlilar tiITle plot of Salt Lake VaUey Actual Clear ing Indexes 
(Figure 9) shows good but by no ITleans perfect agreeITlent with respect 
to Cache Valley Clearing Index trends. A cOITlparison of Figures 6 and 
9 clearly il1ustrate the tendency for Salt Lake Valley Clearing Indexes 
to be higher than Cache Valley Clearing Indexes. 
The Cache Valley Clearing Index forecast 
The fundaITlental question is whether the Salt Lake Valley Clearing 
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The dates given are the first davs of the respective weeks of observations. 
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Index, with or without correction factors, is adequate for use in 
the Cache Valley. Conversely, should separate forecasts be issued 
for the Cache Vall,ey and similar valleys, with perhaps a require-
ment for special rawinsonde flights at these locations? In the 
previous section, it was reported that Salt Lake Valley and Cache 
Valley Actual Clear ing Indexes were in the same category for only 
71 % of the 92 cases, and that there was an apparent tendency for the 
Salt Lake Valley classification to be the higher (22% of the 92 cases). 
These data were not submitted to statistical significance tests. 
Further, the differences between Actual Clearing Indexes were not 
s uffic iently cons istent to allow astra ightforward subtraction or ratio 
procedure. Thus, perfect Cache Valley Clearing .Indexes forecasts 
would provide better information than perfect Salt Lake Valley 
Clearing Indexes forecasts for decisions concerning burning in the 
Cache Valley. 
Only 71 % agreement between Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley 
Actual Clearing Indexes, by itself, suggests the need for a special 
meas urement-forecasting service for Cache Valley. However, sev-
eral conceivably compensating factors suggested the possibility that 
such a special Cache Valley forecast service might not offer a prac-
tical advantage over the use of Salt Lake Valley forecasts. 
Tables 7 and 8 provide verifications of Cache Valley forecasts 
based upon rawinsonde flights from the Cache Valley and the official 
Logan maximum temperature forecast. This temperature forecast re-
quired interpretation since the wording was somewhat qualitative. For 
example, "the low 70's" was called 73, "mid 70's--75, and "high 70's 
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Table 7 The Cache Valley Evening Clearing Index Forecasts Table 8. Cache Valley Morning Clearing Index Forecasts 
Vs. the Cache Valley Actual Clearing Indexes of the Next Calendar Day Vs. Cache Valley Actual Clearing Indexes of the Same Calpndar Day 
CV ne C \' sn 
26-39% 41-61% 67-100% 33-39% 52-61% 85-100% 
DEQ BBCDJPQRRR 
SSTTVWXXX 
BJQRRTTVX ABBCDDEJPp QQRRSSSTTV 
W WWX X X 
?500 22- 33% 
~ 500 35-41% 
3-4% 19-28% 
DDEEEEHHJJ ABCCHHJJPP 
KKKKKMMMMM QQRRSSSTVV 
PQW VW 
9-11% 26-31% 
EEEHHJJJJK AABCCCDDEH 
KKKKMMMMMP HKPPQQRRSS QSVW TTVVWW 
CV e CV sd 
<500 45-67"10 <:. 500 50-59% 
23-34% 22-33% 
24-28% 26-31 % 
<500 ~ 500 
.( 500 ",500 
63% (42) of the forecasts were in the right 
Clearing Index class. 
59% (50) of these forecasts were in the right 
Clearing Index class. 
Table 9. Actual Cache Valley Clearing Indexes 
CV e CV sd 
55-60% 37-40% 
AAABCCCDDEAABBBCCDDD 
EEEHHHHHJJEJJPPQQQRR 
JJKKKKKKM~RRSSSTTTTV 
MMMMPPPQQQWWWXXXX 
RRSSSTTVVV 
V WWWX 
< 500 ~500 
CV e CV sd 
92-100% 
.5 { 
--78. From these two tables, it appears that using the Cache Valley 
rawinsonde data and the official Logan maximum temperature 
forecast>:~ predicts the right Clearing Index classification on about 
600/0 of the days. There is more of a tendency to forecast a too high 
than a too low category. This percentage ver ification is about the 
same that one would get by forecasting less than 500 for all days 
(Table 9). However, dur ing the per iod from October 20 through 
February 1, 850/0 (28) of the 33 calculated Actual Clearing Indexes 
were less than 500. The percentage of correct forecasts issued in 
the evening and in the morning for the same period were 750/0 and 770/0 re-
spectively. Thus, insofar as the experimental year was represen-
tative, during the late fall and early winter, the best climatologi-
cal forecast is for a Clearing Index of less than 500. 
Cache Valley maximum temperature forecasts were somewhat 
qualitative and were for Logan U. S. U. rather than the rawinsonde 
Therefore, an effort was rnade to investigate the effects of errors 
in the temperature forecast on the resulting Clearing Index values. 
Separate calculations were made, using the evening rawinsonde data 
with: the observed same calendar day Logan maximum temperature 
(Actual Clearing Index); the observed same calendar day Logan max-
imum temperature plus 2 o F; the observed same calendar day Logan 
maximum temperature plus 5 0 F. The results are sununarized in 
*Iss ued by the Salt Lake C ity Weather Bureau A irport Station 
~:~*The rawinsonde site is at 4,447 feet M.S. L. --Logan U.S. U. is 
at 4,785 feet M. S. L. 
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Tables 10 and 11. 
o 
Even the 2 F change resulted in a shift of more than one-fourth 
of the <SOO class Clearing Indexes to a higher category. The addition 
of SOF raised the category of nearly half of the <SOO class. The ef-
fects of subtracting 2 0 F and SOF, respectively, on the number in the 
>SOO class would be less pronounced but still of practical significance. 
The res ults of the s e two small exper iments ar e s uffic ient to indicate 
the sensitivity of Clearing Index values to the accuracy of ITlaximum 
teITlperature forecasts. 
Us ing the quas i-qualitative Logan maximum teITlperature fore-
cast undoubtedly resulted in a loss of forecast accuracy. It there-
fore seemed desirable to estimate the accuracy of the Clearing Index 
forecast system for Cache Valley by assuming perfect maximuITl tem-
perature forecasts. It was also assumed that the Logan maximum 
temperature was the same as the maximum temperature at the rawin-
sonde site. With these assumptions, 7S% of the evening and 63% of 
the morning Clearing Index predictions were in the right classes 
(Table 12 and 13). The morning iss ue shows little advantage over the 
use of the official teITlperature forecast, and often over-estiITlates 
Clearing Indexes in the < SOO class. The even ing predictions advance 
from 63% to 7S% in the correct category with a considerable lessening 
of the tendency to over-estimate smaller values. 
There were cases when the observed maximuITl temperatures 
were less than their companion rawinsonde surface temperatures. For 
these cases, Clearing Indexes coul.d not be computed using this 
Table 10. C/1anges in Clearing Indexes Caused by Adding 
2 0 F to the Maximum Temperatures 
CV e CV sd 
CVeCVsd+20F Vs. CVeCVsd 
38-41% 54-59% 
AABBBDDDEJ 
JPPQQQRRRR 
SSSTTTWWWX 
XXX 
~500 
0-0% 37-40% 
ABCEEEEHHH AACCDDHPQR 
HJJJJKKKKK STTVV 
KMMMMMMPPQ 
QRSSVVWWWX 
<500 
38-41% 17-18% 
<500 ~500 
CV CV 0 
e sd+2 F 
82% (75) of these pairs had both members 
in the same Clearing Index class. 
92-100% 
37-40% 
55-60% 
Table 12 Cache Valley Evening Clearing Indexes with Perfect 
Maximum Temperature Forecasts Vs. the Cache Valley Actual 
Clearing Indexes of the Next Calendar Day 
CVneCV sd 
CVeCVt Vs. CVneCVsd 
39-65% 21- 35°'" 
DDEJPQRSSW BBCJ RRRRSS 
TTVWXX 
?! 500 
10-17% 16-27% 
AABCDEEEHH CQVVW 
HHJJJJKKKK 
MMMMMPPQS 
<500 
29-48% 5-8% 
<: 500 ?! 500 
CV CV 
e t 
75% (45) of these forecasts were in the right 
Clearing Index class. 
60-1000;, 
34- 57"'0 
CV e CV sd 
39 
Table 11. Changes in Clearing Indexes Cause.d by Adding 
50 F to the Maximum Temperatures 
CV.eCV sd+50F Vs. CV e CV sd 
~500 
<SOD 
30- 33% 62-67% 
AABBBCCDDD 
EJJPPQQQRR 
RRSSSTTTTV 
WWWXX 
0-0% 37-40% 
ABEEEEHHHH AACCCDDHMQ 
JJJJKKKKKK RRSSSTTVVV 
MMMMMMPPQa V WWWX 
30-33% 25-27% 
< 500 ~500 
CVe CV sd + 50F 
73% (67) of these pairs had both members 
in the same Clearing Index class. 
92-1000/0 
37-40% 
55-60% 
Table \3 Cache Valley :V10rning Clearing Indexes with Perfect 
Maximum Temperature Forecasts Vs. the Cache 
Valley Actllal Clearing Indexes of the Same Calendar Day 
CV ne CV sci 
41-48% 15-52% 86-100% 
BDJPQRRTTX ABBCDEJPQQ 
R R S SST T W WW 
X X V 
~500 33-38% 
10-12% 23-27% 
CEEEHHHJJJ AABCCDDEHH 
JKKKKKMMMM PPQQRSTVVV 
MPQRSTVWW\\ X K 
S 
<500 53-620/0 
31-36% 22-26% 
<500 ~500 
63% (54) of these forecasts were in the right 
Clearing Index class. 
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procedure. In general,but not always, this is the result of a passing 
cold front. These cases were not included in the calculations. The 
Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport Station has a special proce-
dure for handling such circumstances. 
It is notable that, using so-called perfect maximum temperature 
forecasts, the evening Clearing Index forecast for the next afternoon 
is more accurate than the forecast issued the following morning (the 
day for which the Clear ing Index is iss ued). This suggests cons idera-
ble continuity in air mass conditions from day to day, when the diurnal 
influence is excluded. It also suggests a nocturnal distortion that re-
sults in a departure from the theory on which this procedure is based. 
Still another poss ibility is greater agreement between the wind speeds 
of the same time of day. 
The October 20--February 1 period offers some especially inter-
esting statistics: 
1. Twenty-six evening cases (Table 12). 
a. Percent of forecasts in the right operational c1ass--88%. 
b. Percent of the 26 with Actual Clearing Indexes in <500 
clas s - - 96%. 
2. Thirty-one morning cases (Table 13). 
a. Percent of forecasts in the right operational class--77%. 
b. Percent of the 31 with Actual Clearing Indexes in <500 
clas s - - 84%. 
Thus, for this period, the forecast which appears to have the 
greatest operational accuracy is < 500 for every day, unless there is 
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strong reason to do otherwise. 
There are apparent discrepancies in some of the statistics of this 
report, and particularly in the percentage statistics. In combining 
parameters, some samples are excluded from some combinations but 
included in others. Thus, the total number on which the percentages 
are based varies. For example, there were 67 samples of the regular 
Cache Valley evening forecast but only 60 samples of the Cache Valley 
evening forecast which used the observed maximum temperature of the 
next day. Therefore, it sometimes has been necessary to confine COnl-
par isons to the data within a table. 
As a matter of curiosity, contingency tables were prepared (Tables 
14 and 15) which compare evening and the following morning Clear ing 
Index predictions separately for the Cache Valley and Salt Lake Valley. The 
official Logan maximum temperature forecasts were used for Cache 
Valley. From the operational viewpoint, only 71% of the Cache Valley 
and 78% of the Salt Lake Valley pairs were compatible. 
Since the same maximum temperature prediction is used with 
morning and evening Clear ing Index forecasts, this lack of complete 
compatibility must be the res ult of diurnal variations in the mean 
wind speeds and / or the temperature profiles. 
It is indeed interesting that the operational accuracy of the Salt 
Lake Valley evening and morning predictions of the Clearing Index 
are 79% and 78% respectively (Tables 2 and 3 ~ but the accuracies 
of the evening and morning Cache Valley predictions, us ing the 
observed Logan maximum temperatures are not so alike being 
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Table 14. Cache Valley Evening Clearing Index Forecasts 
Vs. Cache Valley Next Morning Clearing Index Forecasts 
Table 15. Salt Lake Valley Evening Clearing lnrl"x Vor"casts 
Vs. Salt Lake Valley Next Morning Clearing Index Forecast,; 
CV nm CVf 
CVeCVf Vs. CVnmCVf 
14-24% 44-76% 
DDDEEK AABBBCCCCE 
HJPPPQQQRR 
RSSSSTTVVIA 
WXX 
~500 
6-10% 33-57% 
EEHJJJKKKK BDHJRRSTVW 
MMMMMPQQ X 
< 500 
8-14% 11-19% 
71% (41) of the evening forecasts are in the 
same Clearing Index class as the forecasts 
issued the following mornings. 
58-100% 
39-67% 
19-33% 
37-54% (,'I-JOO% 
ACDEPPQRRS ABBBBCCCDD 
JHQQRRSSST 
TTVVWWWXX 
~500 
12-17% 29-42°;', 
DEEEEHHJJJ JMQ 
KKKKKMMMMP 
PQRSX 
<500 2K-41 ";" 
25- 38% 3-4% 
<500 ;:?500 
SLVeSLV f 
78% (54) of the evening forecasts were in the 
same Clearing Index clas s as the foreca ats 
issued the following mornings. 
Table l6. Salt Lake Valley Morning Clearing Index Forecasts 
Vs. Cache Valley Morning Clearing Index Forecasts 
CV CV 
m f 
2.500 
< 500 
34-37% 58-63% 92-100% 
DEEHKPQR AAABBBBBCC 
CCCDDDEHJP 
PPQQQRRRSS 
SSSTTTTVVV 
VWWWWWXXXX 
8- 9% 50-54% 58-630/0 
EEEHHJJJJJ BDQRRTVW 
KKKKKMMMMM 
PQSTVX 
26-28% 8-9% 34-37% 
< 500 2.500 
SLVmSLV f 
83% (76) of these Salt Lake Valley morning 
forecasts were in the same Clearing Index 
categor ies as the ir companion Cache Valley 
morning forecasts. 
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75% and 63% respectively. This suggests the possibility of a sig-
nificant difference between Cache Valley and Salt Lake Valley low 
level wind and tem.perature profile m.odifications by diurnal factors. 
For obvious reasons, it is des irable to base Clearing Index fore-
casts for the im.m.ediate neighboring Interm.ountain area on data already 
regularly available at the official station*, unless available evidence 
shows this procedure to res ult in an unacceptable los s in operational 
accuracy. 
From. Table 16 it is evident that a substantial portion of m.orning 
Clear ing Index forecasts us ing only Salt Lake Valley data are in a 
different operational class than those m.orning forecasts based solely 
on Cache Valley data. The com.par ison scattergram. (Figure 10) gives 
no obvious indication of a functional relationship between the two for e-
casts. 
Since the forecasts using only Cache Valley data (Tables 7 and 8) 
were operationally correct only about three-fifths of the tim.e it is possible 
that Salt Lake Valley forecasts m.ight do as well, even though the two 
forecasts differ. Salt Lake Valley evening and m.orning forecasts were 
each com.pared to appropr iate Actual Cache Valley Clear ing Indexes. 
For the Salt Lake Valley evening forecasts (Table 17) only 56% were in 
the right operational category as opposed to 63% for the Cache Valley 
regular forecasts (Table 7), and 75% for the forecasts using the ob-
served m.axim.um. tem.peratures (Table 12). Sixty-two of the m.orning 
*Salt Lake City Weather Bur ea u A irport Station 
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Figure 10. Salt Lake Valley morning forecast Clearing Indexes vs. 
Cache Valley morning forecast Clear ing Indexes. 
SLY SLY Vs. CV CV 
m f m £ 
TaQle 17. Salt Lak" Vall"y I';v('nin!( Ckaring Ind..,., I,'ol·,'("a~h; 
Vs. the Cache Vall,'y Actnal Cil-ann).', Ind<",,<,s of til .. N .. ,<I Cal<-nd<lJ' Day 
CV n"CV sd 
SLV"SLVf Vs. CVn('CVsd 
~ 500 
<500 
lK-4,I% 
DEJPQRRRSW BBCDJQSTTV 
X 
11-17% 10-15% 
ACDEEEHHHJ AABCDHJMQQ 
JKKKKKMMMM RRSSTVWW 
PPPQSV 
l6-40% lK-2K% 
< 500 ~500 
SLVcSLVf 
ll-3l% 
44-68% 
56%(36) of th .. Salt Lakt' Valley fon'casts w,'n' in 
right Clear ing Ind"x clas s. 
Table 19. Salt Lake Valley Evening Clearing Indexps with P"rfC'ct 
Maximum Temperature Forecasts Vs. thO' CachC' VallC'y 
Actual Clearing Indexes of th" Next CalC'ndar Day 
SLV"SLVt Vs. CVneCVsd 
37-60010 
DEJJQQRRRS BBCDSTTVW 
X 
~500 
11-18% 9-15% 
CVneCVsd ABDEEEHHHJ AACCDHPQRR 
JJKKKKKMMM SSTVVW 
MMPPQS 
<-500 
26 -42% 16-26% 
<500 ?500 
SLVpSLVt 
56% (35) of thesE' forecasts are in th" right 
Clear ing Index clas s. 
20-32% 
42 -6 8% 
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Tabl" 18. Salt Lake Valley Morning Clearif,lg Index Forecasts 
VB. Cach,' Valley Actual Clearing Indexes of the Same Calendar Day 
SLVmSLVf Vs. CVneCVsd 
33 -3 9% 51-61% 84-100% 
DJPORTX ABBBCDEJPO 
ORRRSSSTTT 
V WWWXX 
:::,SOO 33-39% 
7-8% 26-31% 
EEEEHHJJJJ AABCCCDDPP 
KKKKKKMMMM OORRSSTTVV 
MPOSVH VWWWX 
<500 51-61% 
26-31% 25-30% 
<500 :::,500 
SLVmSLVf 
62% (52) of the Salt Lake Valley forecasts wei'e 
in the right Clearing Index class. 
Table 20. Salt Lake Valley Morning Clearing Indexes with Perfect 
Maximum Tempprature Forecasts Vs. the Cache Valley Actual Clearing 
Indexes of the Same Calendar Day 
SLVmSLVt Vs. CVneCVsd 
37-44% 48- 56% 
DJPQRT ABBBCDEJPO 
QRRRSSSTTT 
VWWWXXX 
6-7% 27-32"70 
CEEEEHHHHJ AABCCDDPPO 
JJJKKKKKKM RRSSTTVVVW 
MMMMPQQSVW W 
X 
<500 
31-36% 21-25% 
<SOD :::,500 
SLVmSLVt 
6R% (58) of these forecasts are in the right 
Clearing Index class. 
85-100% 
33 -3 9% 
52-61070 
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9 am 
pm 
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69 
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~ Words: Clearing Index, Ventilation Index, Air pollution potential, Air pollution 
dispersion, Mixing depths. 
Abstract: The Clearing Index is a numerical estimate of the contamination dispersal 
capability of the atmosphere. Between July, 1969, and June, 1970, 192 rawinsonde 
flights were made in the Cache Valley at approximately the same time as officially 
scheduled flights at the Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport Station. Clearing 
Indexes were computed from various combinations of Salt Lake Valley and Cache Val-
ley rawinsonde and maximum surface temperature data. These were examined from 
the viewpoint of recommending a standard procedure for providing Clearing Indexes 
on a daily basis for Intermountain valleys. The primary conclusions were that: 
I. Actual Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley Clearing Indexes were in the 
same operational classes 71'70 of the time. 
2. As presently computed, the Clearing Index is significantly less than a per-
fect indicator of the air pollution potential of the Cache Valley. 
3. The improvement (if any) in the air pollution potential prediction for the 
Cache Valley, which should result from having an additional rawinsonde station in 
the Cache Valley, would be too little to justify the effort and expenses. The same IS 
probably true for other Intermountain valleys. This conclusion could change if the 
procedures 'for estimating this potential were sufficiently improved. 
References: George W. Reynolds, William McNeill, Floyd Johnson, and Janet Cleary, 
Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University (August 1970), 
"An Examination of Approximately Simultaneous Salt Lake Valley and 
Cache Valley Clearing (Ventilation) Indexes." 
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Abstract: The Clearing Index is a numerical estimate of the contamination dispersal 
capability of the atmosphere. Between July, 1969, and June, 1970, 192 rawinsonde 
flights were made in the Cache Valley at approximately the same tinne as officially 
scheduled flights at the Salt Lake City Weather Bureau Airport Station. Clearing 
Indexes were connputed from var ious combinations of Salt Lake Valley and Cache Val-
ley rawinsonde and maximum surface temperature data. These were examined from 
the viewpoint of recommending a standard procedure for providing Clearing Indexes 
on a daily basis for Intermountain valleys. The primary conclusions were that: 
I. Actual Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley Clearing Indexes were in the 
same operational classes 71% of the time. 
2. As presently computed, the Clearing Index is significantly less than a per-
fect indicator of the air pollution potential of the Cache Valley. 
3. The improvement (if any) in the air pollution potential prediction for the 
Cache Valley, which should result from having an additional rawinsonde station in 
the Cache Valley, would be too little to justify the effort and expenses. The same is 
probably true for other Intermountain valleys, This conclusion could change if the 
procedures for estimating this potential were sufficiently improved. -
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Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University [August 1970), 
"An Examination of Approximately Simultaneous Salt Lake Valley and 
Cache Valley Clearing (Ventilation) Indexes." 
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Abstract: ThE" Clearing Index is a num("rical ('stin1atc of tht.' contamination dispersal 
capability of the atmosphere. B('(weC'n July. 1969, and June, 1970, 192 rawinsonde 
flights were made in thp Cach" Valky at approximately the same timp as officially 
scheduled flights at th,' Salt Lake CIty Weath,'r Bureau Airport Station, Clearing 
IndexC's werC' computC'd from various combinations of Salt LakC' Valley and Cache Val-
ley rawinsondp and nlaxinlunl surface temperature elata. These wt'rt' examined from 
t11C' viewpoint of rl'comml'nding a standard proccdurC' for providing Clearing Indexes 
on a daily basis [or Intt'rnlountain valleys. The primary conclusions wC'r(" that: 
I. Actual Salt Lak,' Vall,'y and Cachl' Valll'Y Clearing Ind('xf's w('re in the 
sam{' opC'ratlonal classl's 71°/;1 of thl' tinlC'. 
2... As prl'sently l'Oll1Plltl'd. tht, CIl'aring Ind(,x is Significantly less than a per-
fect indIcator of thl' air pollution pot('ntial of tl1<' CaelH' Vall"y, 
3. TIH' tmprov('nwnt (If any) in til<' air pollutton potentIal pl"('diction for the 
Cache Vailt'Y. which should rt'sult fron1 haVing an additional rawinsondl' station in 
th,' Cach(' Valky, would b(' too littl" to justify till' ('[[ort and expenses. ThC' sam(' is 
probably trill' for other Inh'rl1HHtnlaln vall<'ys. This conclusion could change if the 
pro<:l'durl's fo1' l'stinlatlng this poh'ntial were sllffici('ntly inlprOvl'd. 
Rdl'rences: Gl'Ol"gl' W. R('ynolds, William McN"ill, Floyd Johnson, and Janet Cleary, 
Utah Wall'r Rl's('arC'h Laboratory, Utah Stat(' University (August 1970), 
'IAn E"anlinatlon of Approxin1ah'ly Sln1liltanl'Ous Salt Lake Valley and 
CaciH' Vall('y Clt'arlng (Vl'ntllation) Indl'>':('s.11 
~ W(JJ'd~: Cll'aJ'lng Indt'x. Vt'ntllatlon Indl'x, All" pollution potential. Air pollution 
di~pl·rSI(ln. MI"ing dt'pths 
Abst-ract: Tilt' Clt'al'lng Ind(', IS a 111111lt'I'ICal {'stI111at(' of th(' contal111nation dlspt'rsal 
capabtllty 01 thl' dtnlOsphl'rl'. Bd\\'l'l'n July, 19(,~, and Jun(', 1970. 19l rawtnsonde 
flights wert' lllad(' III till' Cal ht' Vall('y at approxirnatt'ly thl' sanH.~ tLmt' as officlally 
sclll'dul"d flight, at th" Salt Lak,' Ctty W('atlH'r B\lreau Atrport Station. Clearing 
Inci('x('s wert' COlllpuh'd fronl variotls con1binatLons of Salt Lake VallC'y and Cache Val-
l('y rawin.=.ondl' and nlaxinllllll ~lll'ral (' t('nlp('ratUl"t' data. Th<.'s(' W('r(' cxan1inC'ci fron1 
the vLt'wpoint oj r('conlnH'nding a standard proct'c111re for prOViding Clearing Indexes 
on a daily basis for Intern101lntain vallE'ys Th(' primary conclusLons wert' that: 
1. Actual Salt Lake Vall"y and Cach,' Valley Cl('aring Indexes were in th" 
saml: operational class('s 71% of the time. 
l. As prC'sC'ntly comput('d, th,' Cleartng Index is Significantly less than a per-
fect Indicator of th,' air pollution pot,'ntial of the Cache Valley. 
3. The ImprovemC'nt (tf any) In th" air pollution potC'ntial prediction [or the 
Cache Valley, which should result fronn having an additional rawinsonde station in 
the Cache Vall,'y, would be too littlE' to justify the effort and expenses. The same is 
probably true for other Intermountain valleys. This conclusion could change if the 
procedures for estimating this potential were sufficiently innproved. 
References: George W Reynolds, Wtlliam McNC'tll, Floyd Johnson, and Janet Cleary, 
Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University (August 1970). 
"An Examination of Approximately Simultaneous Salt Lake Valley and 
Cache Valley Clearing (Ventilation) Indexes." 

